
 

Monday 

https://www.literacyshed.com/francis.html 

Watch the film ‘Francis’ from the above link. (Make sure you have the volume on.) The 

animated film is the tense tale of the unexplained happenings on a lake in the middle of an 

Ontario nature reserve. One night on a family camping trip to Quetico Park, the reckless 

raven-haired Francis waits until her family have fallen asleep and takes a rowing boat out to 

the middle of the lake. Hoping to find a quiet spot where the teenager can lay on her back, 

stare at the sky and write in her journal, her expectations of a peaceful night at one with 

nature are soon shattered when an unexpected noise comes from the water below. 

Keep pausing as you watch to think about: the atmosphere being created, the actions of the 

character, predictions about what might happen next, your reactions as a ‘watcher.’  Make 

detailed notes or draw pictures for each part of the film so that you are able to retell it as a 

story.   

 

Tuesday 

 

Watch the film of ‘Francis’ again and create a plan for the main events in the story. You may 

like to organise your plan as a boxed up plan into paragraphs (E.g. 1. Introduce the problem 

/ set the scene. 2. Sudden, unexpected event. 3. Impact on character. 4. Interesting ending.) 

Or draw as a story map.  Think about whether you will write as a narrator re-telling events or 

as Francis herself.  

 
Wednesday 

Begin writing your own version of the story of ‘Francis’ as a piece of suspense writing. Make 

some surprising or unusual moments which really make the reader feel jumpy and 

concerned. Think about using the following toolkit:  

Suspense toolkit - To make your story come alive you could: 

* Hide the threat, then make your character hear, see, touch, smell or sense something 

ominous. 

* Surprise the reader with short, snappy sentences: ‘Then it moved.’ ‘A sudden change.’ 

* Use ellipses for an unfinished thought / movement: ‘She wondered if …..’ ‘ 

* Make deliberate word choices with descriptive language or personification ‘A mournful, 
pained cry. The creak was soft at first, just a breath.’ 

* Include repetition: ‘The creak.’  ‘Left-right, left-right, left-right.’ 

* Slow the action by using the power of three: ‘cold, clammy, dry.’ 

 

Write for twenty minutes then read through your work and edit for spelling and punctuation. 

Can you think about including –ing clauses as starters? (verb /adverb) E.g. grinning 

menacingly, laughing wildly, whispering softly, crying desperately.   

 

 

https://www.literacyshed.com/francis.html


Thursday 

Continue your writing of the suspense story of ‘Francis.’  Make sure you look back at the film 

again and the toolkit so that you are creating tension.  

Year 6 all the time expectations – Try to meet the following year six targets: 

Have you included relative clauses beginning with who, which, where, when, whose? (Find 

and underline.)  

Which choice of extended punctuation did you use? (Brackets, dashes, commas, colons, 

semi-colons, ellipses)  

Have you been able to create a sense of cohesion throughout the text? (Adverbials for 

cohesion e.g. accordingly, consequently, therefore, hence, ellipses, repetition and / or time 

conjunctions to link sentences and paragraphs.)  

 

Friday 

Complete reading comprehension ‘Armed Forces Day.’ (See attached sheet.) Answers are 

attached for you to mark once you have completed it. (No peeking!) 

 

Spellings – Can you think of sentences where each word can be used as a verb then as a 

noun?  

Test yourself on this week’s spelling words.  

Words That Can Be Nouns and Verbs:  

produce transport present  surprise reason 

scratch  silence  freeze  support  balance 


